
Eldred Avenue Traffic Management 
Residents Survey Results

Q1: Do you think something needs to be done about 
traffic management between the southern end of 
Eldred Avenue and The Deneway 

Q2: There are several alternative measures which may 
be possible to ease the flow of traffic and reduce the risk 
of vehicle damage. From the options below please give 
an indication of which you are most in favour.

Yes, I think there is a  
problem and I support  
this deputation to BHCC

No, I am happy with the 
status quo
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18 houses (marked by red dots) returned a  
response to the questionnaire along the portion 
of Eldred Avenue in question.
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Q4: Have you witnessed any altercations, road rage 
or aggressive behaviour connected to road use?

Q3: Have you experienced damage to your own or a 
visitor’s vehicles?

If ‘yes’ please provide details:

Wing mirrors knocked off tradespersons van.

Damage to car in May from taxi driver trying to  
find space to park while dropping off customer

We’ve lost 2 wing mirrors, had a vehicle scraped, and a tradesman lost a wing 
mirror. We have also had a cat killed by a speeding car.

Scraped along the side around the rear light

All 3 cars had had 4 corners (wings) damaged + multiple wing mirrors

Three separate incidents of wing mirrors being knocked off  
plus dents to the side of one vehicle. Additionally an incident of  
significant damage to one of our cars caused by a person turning right from 
the left hand side of the triangle in front of our house

Wing mirrors broken off. Scratched paintwork.

Own car written off by insurance company after  
being hit while parked

Damage by car pulling in to passing space and misjudging.

Mirrors damaged and bumpers slight damage

If ‘yes’ please provide details:

People refusing to go backwards into passing spaces, chaos ensues with 
more people creating traffic until someone gives in. Cars pulling out causing 
others to wait for long periods because of restricted space & views

Cars refusing to give way to each other – shouting and beeping, physical 
confrontations, fast acceleration after having to stop. Driving too fast down 
road in hope of getting through before other traffic. Buses and trucks having 
to reverse causing wider frustration and more road rage!

I have seen numerous altercations, road rage, intransigence and anger. I feel 
for the bus drivers whose journeys are often impeded.  
I have seen one incident where the road was blocked for 20 minutes because 
a family were to terrified to get out of their car and face an irate driver who 
had crashed into them. The police had to resolve the situation.

Multiple occasions of honking horns and at least 8 incidents of swearing and 
abuse between drivers always as cars turn out of the triangle junction onto 
Eldred Avenue into oncoming traffic which has had to move to the wrong side 
of the road to avoid parked cars

Too many to mention, happens regularly. People swearing which is not good 
in front of my young children. Damages to verges on the side of the road due 
to people trying to pass.

It’s a daily occurrence. We have lived in Eldred Avenue many years, it used 
to be a nice place to live but it’s now marred by daily road rage. We are dis-
turbed by congestion, honking horns and heated, loud verbal abuse, revving 
engines.

‘NO’ 11%

‘YES’ 89%

‘NO’ 39%

‘YES’ 61%
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